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Nucleon form factors: From the space–like to the time–like region
Ulf-G. Meißnera
aForschungszentrum Ju¨lich, Institut fu¨r Kernphysik (Theorie), D-52425 Ju¨lich, Germany
I discuss how dispersion relations can be used to analyse the nucleon electromagnetic form
factors, with particular emphasis on the constraints from unitarity and pQCD. Results for
nucleon radii, vector-meson couplings, the onset of pQCD and bounds on the strangeness
form factors are presented. The em form factors in the time–like region reveal some
interesting physics which is not yet understood in full detail. The need for a better data
basis at low, intermediate and large momentum transfer and also in the time–like region
is stressed.
1. Objectives
There are many reasons to analyse the nucleon electromagnetic (em) form factors (ffs)
with a precise theoretical tool, in this case dispersion relations:
⋆ Nucleon radii: The structure of the nucleon in the non–perturbative regime is char-
acterized by certain scale parameters, like the magnetic moments, em radii, em
polarizabilities and so on. Since the form factors are essentially Fourier-transforms
of the charge and magnetization distribution in the nucleon, they give information
on the first moments, i.e. the em radii. A precise knowledge of these quantities is
not only interesting per se, but also is mandatory to further reduce the theoretical
uncertainty in the Lamb shift analysis which serves as an excellent high precision
test of QED [1].
⋆ Coupling constants: It is well known that the spectral functions of the em form
factors contain information about the vector-meson–nucleon coupling constants, in
particular the tensor-to-vector coupling ratio. Remember that the vector mesons
were indeed predicted from studies of electron–nucleon scattering data before they
were actually detected in pion–nucleon reactions [2][3][4].
⋆ Strangeness in the nucleon: The spectral functions contain also information about
the much discussed strange vector form factors, which are and will be measured at
SAMPLE, TJNAF and MAMI. As I will show, there is still very active debate how
to extract such information either via φ-meson couplings and/or kaon loops and to
what extend such estimates are reliable.
⋆ Onset of pQCD: Perturbative QCD (pQCD) tells us how the nucleons ffs behave
at very large momentum transfer (in the space– and the time–like region) based on
2dimensional counting arguments supplemented with the leading logs due to QCD
[5]. The dispersive analysis can shed some light on were the onset of QCD scaling
could be expected.
⋆ Mystery of the time–like ffs: The recent analysis of the FENICE group of the
ADONE data for the nucleon ffs in the time–like region hints at some interest-
ing structure just below the two nucleon threshold (isovector resonance, dibaryon,
. . .?) [6]. To understand these data consistently with the space–like ones is a major
challenge.
In the following, I will show how one can address these questions in the framework of
dispersion relations and discuss the pertinent results.
2. The tool: Dispersion relations
The structure of the nucleon (denoted by ’N ’) as probed with virtual photons is parametrized
in terms of four form factors,
< N(p′) | Jµ |N(p) >= e u¯(p′)
{
γµF
N
1 (t) +
iσµνk
ν
2mN
FN2 (t)
}
u(p) , N = p, n , (1)
with t = kµk
µ = (p′ − p)2 the invariant momentum transfer squared, Jµ the em current
related to the photon field and mN the nucleon mass. In electron scattering, t < 0 and
it is thus convenient to define the positive quantity Q2 = −t > 0. F1 and F2 are called
the Pauli and the Dirac form factor, respectively, with the normalizations F p1 (0) = 1,
F n1 (0) = 0, F
p
2 (0) = κp and F
n
2 (0) = κn. Here, κ denotes the anomalous magnetic
moment. Also used are the electric and magnetic Sachs ffs,
GE = F1 − τF2 , GM = F1 + F2 , τ = Q2/4m2N . (2)
In the Breit–frame, GE and GM are nothing but the Fourier–transforms of the charge
and the magnetization distribution, respectively. There exists already a large body of
data for the proton and also for the neutron. In the latter case, one has to perfrom
some model–dependent extractions to go from the deuteron or 3He to the neutron. More
accurate data are soon coming (ELSA, MAMI, TJNAF, . . .). There are also data in the
time–like region from the reactions e+e− → pp¯, nn¯ and from annihilation pp¯→ e+e−, for
t ≥ 4m2N . It is thus mandatory to have a method which allows to analyse all these data
in a mostly model–independent fashion. That’s were dispersion theory comes into play.
Although not proven strictly (but shown to hold in all orders in perturbation theory), one
writes down an unsubtracted dispersion relation for F (t) (which is a generic symbol for
any one of the four ff’s),
F (t) =
1
π
∫
∞
t0
dt′
ImF (t)
t′ − t , (3)
with t0 the two (three) pion threshold for the isovector (isoscalar) ffs. Im F (t) is called the
spectral function. It is advantageous to work in the isospin basis, F s,vi = (F
p
i ±F ni )/2, since
the photon has an isoscalar (I = s) and an isovector (I = v) component. These spectral
3functions are the natural meeting ground for theory and experiment, like e.g. the partial
wave amplitudes in πN scattering. In general, the spectral functions can be thought of as
a superposition of vector meson poles and some continua, related to n-particle thresholds,
like e.g. 2π, 3π, KK¯, NN¯ and so on. For example, in the Vector Meson Dominance
(VMD) picture one simply retains a set of poles. If the data were to be infinitely precise,
the continuation from negative t (data) to positive t (spectral functions) in the complex–
t plane would lead to a unique result for the spectral functions. Since that is not the
case, one has to make some extra assumption guided by physics to overcome the ensuing
instability as will be discussed below. Let me first enumerate the various constraints one
has for the spectral functions.
3. Constraining the spectral functions
It is important to realize that there are some powerful constraints which the spectral
functions have to obey. Needless to say that in many models of the nucleon em ffs, only
some of these are fulfilled. Consider first the spectral functions just above threshold.
Here, unitarity plays a central role. As pointed out by Frazer and Fulco [2] long time ago,
extended unitarity leads to a drastic enhancement of the isovector spectral functions on
the left wing of the ρ resonance. Leaving out this contribution from the two–pion cut
leads to a gross underestimation of the isovector charge and magnetic radii. This very
fundamental constraint is very often overlooked. In the framework of chiral pertubation
theory, this enhancement is also present at the one–loop level as first shown in ref.[7].
Recently, the question whether a similar phenomenon appears in the isoscalar spectral
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 1. Isoscalar spectral functions weigthed with 1/t2 for the electric (lower) and
magnetic (upper line) Sachs ff (right panel). In the left panel the underlying two–loop
graphs are shown (solid, dashed, wiggly lines: Nucleons, pions and photons).
function has been answered [8]. For that, one has to consider two–loop graphs as shown
in fig.1. Although the analysis of Landau equations reveals a branch point on the second
Riemann sheet, tc = 8.9M
2
pi , close to the threshold t0 = 9M
2
pi , the three–body phase
4factors suppress its influence in the physical region. Consequently, the spectral functions
rise smoothly up to the ω pole and the common practise of simply retaining vector meson
poles at low t in the isoscalar channel is justified. Another constraint comes from the
neutron radius. Over the last years, the charge radius of the neutron has been determined
very accurately by measuring the neutron–atom scattering length, i.e. dF n1 (Q
2)/dQ2 at
Q2 = 0. This value, which we take from the recent paper [9], has to be imposed as a
boundary condition on the pertinent spectral functions. Furthermore, pQCD at large −t
in its most simple fashion leads to the so–called dimensional counting, i.e. the large–Q2
fall–off behaviour of the ffs is given by the number of constituents and additional spin–flip
suppression factors. For the dispersion relations, this leads to a set of superconvergence
relations for Im F1(t), Im F2(t) and Im t F2(t), which have to be imposed (F2 is suppressed
by one more power in t than F1 due to the spin–flip). Logarithmic corrections due to the
QCD evolution can also be implemented. The simplest (but not unique) way to build
these in the spectral functions is by means of a logarithm,
L(t) ≡
[
ln
(
Λ2 − t
Q20
)]
−γ
, (4)
where γ = 2.15 is the anomalous dimension, Q0 ∼ ΛQCD and the parameter Λ can be
considered as a boundary between the hadronic and the quark phase. It thus signals the
onset of pQCD. Note also that asymptotically, pQCD predicts the same values for the ffs
in the space– and time–like regions up to a correction of O(αs) [10]. To summarize, the
isovector spectral functions are completely fixed from t = (4 . . . 50)M2pi due to unitarity
(this contribution F 2pi includes the ρmeson). At large |t|, pQCD determines the behaviour
of all isovector/isoscalar spectral functions. In additon, we have a few more isovector and
isoscalar poles and thus the corresponding fit functions [11]
F s,vi (t) =
[
F˜ 2pi(t)δIv +
∑
s,v
as,vi L
−1 (M2s,v)
M2s,v − t
]
L(t) , (i = 1, 2) . (5)
I did not yet specify the number of poles. This is were the stability criterion has to be
applied. It states that the number of meson poles is minimized by the requirement that
the data can be well fitted, i.e. increasing this number does not improve the χ2 any more
(for details, see Refs.[11],[12]).
4. Results for the space–like form factors
It is instructive to count parameters. Applying the stability criterion leads to three
isocalar and three isovector poles. We thus have 19 free parameters (6 masses, 12 residua
and Λ/Q0). The ff normalization conditions and superconvergence relations together with
the slope of F n1 lead to 11 constraints, leaving 8 free parameters. In contrast to a previous
dispersive analysis [12], we are able to identify all three isoscalar poles with physical ones,
S ′ = ω, S ′′ = φ, S ′′′ = ω(1600) or ω(1420) (both options are equally viable and lead to
the same results, with the exception of some strangeness components, see below), and
similarly for two of the isovector ones, ρ′(1450) and ρ′′(1690). Only the third isovector
mass is so tightly fixed by the constraints that it can not be chosen freely. This leaves us
with just three fit parameters. The best fit to the nucleon form factors is shown in Fig.1 (to
5be precise, we show the ffs normalized to the dipole fit, GD(Q
2) = (1+Q2/.71GeV2)−2. In
case of GnE we normalize to the Saclay data [13] for the Paris potential with the parameters
adjusted to give the exact radius). For a review on the present status of extracting these
form factors, see Klein’s talk [14]. From these, we deduce the following nucleon electric
Figure 2. Best fit to the nucleon em form factors. Dashed lines: Space-like data only.
Solid lines: Inclusion of the time-like data as given before this workshop.
(E) and magnetic (M) radii [11]:
rpE = 0.847 fm , r
p
M = 0.853 fm , r
n
M = 0.889 fm , (6)
all with an uncertainty of about 1%. These results are similar to the ones found by Ho¨hler
et al.[12] with the exception of rnM which has increased by 5% (due to the neglect of one
superconvergence relation in Ref.[12]). From the residua at the two lowest isovector poles,
we can determine the ωNN and φNN coupling constants,
g2ωNN
4π
= 34.6± 0.8 , κω = −0.16± 0.01 ,
g2φNN
4π
= 6.7± 0.3 , κφ = −0.22± 0.01 ,(7)
6where κV (V = ω, φ) is the tensor–to–vector coupling strength ratio. These results are
similar to the ones in Ref.[12]. The φ couplings will be discussed in more detail below.
Of particular interest is the onset of pQCD. Only forGpM(t) data forQ
2 > 10 GeV2 exist.
While these data are consistent with the pQCD scaling L−1(Q2)Q4GpM(Q
2) → constant,
where L−1(Q2) accounts for the leading logs, they are not precise enough to rule out
a non–scaling behaviour, compare Fig.5 in ref.[11]. Also shown in that figure is the
same quantity without the log corrections. All data for the much discussed quantity
Q2F p2 (Q
2)/F p1 (Q
2) are below Q2 = 10 GeV2 which in our approach is still in the hadronic
region since Λ2 ≃ 10 GeV2 for the best fit. Stated differently, the tails of the vector meson
poles are still sizeable at Q2 ≃ Λ2 and thus the onset of pQCD can not be expected in
this regime.
5. Inclusion of the time–like data
In the time–like region, the form factors can be determined either in p¯p annihilation or in
e+e− → p¯p, n¯n collisions [15]. In particular, the FENICE experiment [16] has for the first
time measured the (magnetic) neutron form factor. These data and the corresponding
ones for the proton, complemented by the total cross section measurement of e+e− → mh
below the threshold, seem to indicate a narrow structure at
√
t = 1.85GeV, as discussed
in detail by Voci at this workshop [6]. For a comprehensive summary of the status before,
see Ref.[17]. It is important to add the following remarks on the extraction of the time–
like form factors to be discussed. At the nucleon–anti-nucleon threshold, one has only
S–wave production, consequently
GM(4m
2) = GE(4m
2) . (8)
Furthermore, at large momentum transfer one expects the magnetic form factor to dom-
inate. From the data, one can not separate |GM | from |GE| so one has to make an
assumption, either setting |GM | = |GE| = |G| or |GE| = 0. Most recent data are pre-
sented for the magnetic form factors [17] and it thus natural to proceed accordingly in the
dispersive analysis, i.e. to fit the magnetic form factors in the time–like region. In fig.3, we
show the fit to the available space– and time–like data available before the workshop[18]
for t ≤ 6GeV2. At larger momentum transfer, the unphysical cut due to the logaritm
at tΛ = Λ
2 − Q20 starts to distort the time–like ffs. This should be eventually overcome
by choosing another function that allows to implement the leading QCD corrections to
the power law fall–off of the ffs. These fits are optimized by keeping the masses of two
isovector poles on physical values and by letting Λ vary. This leads to Λ2 = 12.0GeV2,
slightly larger than if one fits the space–like data alone. In that figure, we also show the
result with an additional isoscalar pole at 1680 MeV [18]. Clearly, the trend of the proton
data can be described, although the sharp rise close to threshold is underestimated. In
contrast, the magnitude of the neutron data can not be explained by our three–pole fits.
This is further quantified in fig.4. There, one of the isovector poles is forced to be at
1850 MeV and the highest isoscalar one at 1600 MeV. The proton magnetic ff is almost
unchanged and the neutron ff still rises with decreasing t, in contrast to the trend of the
new FENICE data. Interestingly, the electric neutron ff (shown by the dashed line) has
a zero close to threshold. It is important to stress that these data are still too scarce and
7imprecise to have an essential effect on the total χ2 of the fit. Even if one decreases the
empirical uncertainties to tiny numbers, the three–pole fit can not be forced to have a
vanishing neutron form factor at the nucleon–anti-nucleon threshold. Finally, I mention
that the values for the nucleon radii and meson couplings given above are not affected by
the inclusion of the time–like data. For a more phenomenological approach, see ref.[19].
Figure 3. Fit to the space– and time-
like data with three (solid lines) and four
(dashed lines) isoscalar poles as described
in the text.
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Figure 4. Fit to the space– and time-like
data with three is/iv poles. One isovector
pole fixed at 1.85 GeV as described in the
text. Dashed lines: Electric ff.
6. Strangeness in the nucleon
The isoscalar electromagnetic ffs contain some information about the matrix elements of
the strange vector current s¯γµs in the nucleon. This is most easily seen in the vector
dominance model, where one has a photon–hadron coupling mediated by the φ meson,
which is almost entirely an s¯s state. On the other hand, the OZI rule lets one expect that
such a contribution is small since the nucleon is made of non–strange constituent quarks.
In the following, I will discuss two very different approaches. The first one amounts to
a strong violation of the OZI rule whereas in the second, this rule is respected. The
corresponding strange matrix elements are very different in size, showing that we have
not yet reached a very deep theoretical understanding of this issue.
86.1. Maximal OZI violation
The large φ meson coupling to the nucleon given in eq.(7) was already observed in the
fits of the Karlsruhe–Heksinki group and the consequences concerning the validity of the
OZI rule were discussed in [20]. Jaffe [21] has shown how one can get bounds on the
strange vector form factors in the nucleon from such dispersion theoretical results. It
amounts to separating the strangeness contribution from the three isoscalar poles. For
the ω and the φ, this is done naturally by observing that there is a small mixing angle
with respect to the nonet flavor eigenstates. The strangeness component of the third pole
is fixed by demanding normalization conditions like F s1 (0) = 0 and conditions on the large
momentum fall-off of F s1,2(t) as t → −∞. The main assumption of this approach is that
these strange form factors have the same large–t behaviour as the non–strange isoscalar
ones. If the fall–off for the strange form factors is faster, the strange matrix elements will
be reduced. Using the best fit together with a better treatment of the symmetry breaking
in the vector nonet, it is straightforward to update Jaffe’s analysis. One finds for the
strange magnetic moment and the strangeness radius [22] (see also ref.[23]),
µs = −0.24 n.m. , r2s = 0.17 . . . 0.21 fm2 , (9)
for the fit with the third isoscalar pole at 1.42 GeV (smaller value) and at 1.6 GeV (larger
value for the strange radius). The value for µs is stable. Furthermore, the strange ff F
s
2 (t)
follows a dipole with a cut–off mass of 1.46 GeV, F s2 (t) = µs/(1 − t/2.41GeV2)2. The
corresponding strange ffs are shown in fig.5. It is important to stress that these num-
bers should be considered as upper bounds. Such a strongly coupled φ meson subsumes
other effects like the strong πρ correlations and it is therefore mandatory to consider an
alternative scenario, in which strength is moved from the φ.
6.2. OZI resurrected
The φ meson has a sizeable branching fraction into the πρ final state. Furthermore, it is
well known that in meson exchange models there is an important contribution from the πρ
continuum to the 3–pion (ω) exchange. In the Bonn–Ju¨lich Potential, this contribution
has been calculated in ref.[24]. There, a parametrization of the corresponding πρ spectral
function with a mass of Mω′ = 1.22GeV and fixed coupling constants was given. This
approach has further been extended to include kaon loops and hyperon excitations, with
the parameters fixed from a study of the reactions pp¯ → ΛΛ¯ and pp¯ → ΣΣ¯. There are
sizeable cancellations between the various contributions from graphs with intermediate
K’s, K∗’s and diagrams with the direct hyperon interactions [25] leading to a very small
φ coupling,
g2φNN
4π
≃ 0.005 , κφ ≃ ±0.2 . (10)
The sign of the tensor coupling is very sensitive to the details of the calculation. Neglecting
the ω φ mixing, one can now perform a fit with the OZI rule imposed. For that, one takes
the poles corresponding to the πρ continuum and the ω and φ mesons with fixed couplings
given by the model and has as remaining free parameters the mass of the fourth isoscalar
pole (MS), the strength a
S
1 and the mass of the third isovector pole. The other parameters
are constrained as described before (normalizations, superconvergence relations etc). It
9is important to stress that one has to include a fourth isoscalar pole so as to be able to
fulfill all these constraints. The corresponding strange form factors take the form [26]
F s1 (t) = t L(t) a
φ
1L
−1
φ
M2φ −M2S
(t−M2φ)(t−M2S)
, F s2 (t) = L(t) a
φ
2L
−1
φ
M2φ −M2S
(t−M2φ)(t−M2S)
, (11)
imposing the same large-t constraints as for the isoscalar ffs and L−1φ = 1/L(M
2
φ). Clearly,
the size of these strange ffs is given by the strength of the φ–nucleon couplings (as encoded
in the residua aφ1,2). For a typical set of coupling constants, we find (for a more detailed
account, see ref.[26])
µs = 0.003 n.m. , r
2
s = 0.002 fm
2 , (12)
which are two orders of magnitude smaller than the numbers based on the ansatz with
maximal OZI violation. The corresponding strange ffs are shown in fig.6. Including the
ω φ mixing would lead to somewhat larger values but not change the conclusion that the
extraction of the strange vector current matrix elements from a dispersion-theoretical fit
to the em ffs hinges strongly on whether one views the φ as an isolated pole with a large
effective coupling or whether one shifts a large amount of the strength from the region
around t ≃ 1GeV2 into a pole that parametrizes the strong πρ–correlations seen in the
analysis of the NN interaction.
Figure 5. Strange ffs based on the approach
with maximal OZI violation.
Figure 6. Strange ffs based on the approach
with the OZI rule imposed. Notice the dif-
ferent y-scale compared to fig.5.
6.3. Strangeness and unitarity
A different approach to get bounds on the matrix elements of the strange vector current
s¯γµs has been discussed in ref.[27]. Dispersion relations are used to study the contribution
from the K¯K intermediate state to the ff spectral functions. As expected, a direct calcula-
tion shows that using the KK¯ → NN¯ amplitudes in the Born (tree) approximation in the
dispersion relations is equivalent to a one-loop calculation within the effective field theory
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approach. For the latter, the SU(3) non–linear σ model is chosen. A serious violation
of unitarity is found if one translates the bounds on the helicity amplitudes for the KN
scattering amplitude into bounds for the spectral functions. This means that resonant
and non–resonant kaon rescattering (or higher loop effects) can not be neglected in such
type of analysis. This agrees with the findings of the model discussed in the previous
paragraph. Furthermore, it is pointed out in [27] that the effect of the strange kaon ff
defined via
〈0|s¯γµs|K−(k1)K+(k2)〉 = (k1 − k2)µ F sK(t) , (13)
is non–negligible if e.g. F sK(t) is modelled by a Gounaris–Sakurai form peaked around the
mass of the φ. A refined analysis which uses the empirical information on KN → KN or
KK¯ → NN¯ data continued appropriately to get more stringent bounds on the strange
radius and magnetic moment is possible but not yet available.
7. Outlook
To my opinion, there are three major issues to be resolved.
⋆ Better and more consistent data in the space–like region for low, intermediate and
large momentum transfer are necessary to further sharpen the values of the nucleon
radii and vector meson coupling constants. This is an experimental problem. The
feasibility of improving upon the existing data basis is discussed in Klein’s talk [14].
⋆ More theoretical work is needed to get a better handle on the matrix elements of
the strange vector current, as exemplified in Sec. 6 by the approach which accounts
for the strong πρ correlations and the bounds from unitarity. A deeper theoret-
ical understanding is necessary for setting the stage for the strange form factor
measurements at TJNAF.
⋆ The neutron ffs in the time–like region have to be measured more precisely close
to the nucleon–anti-nucleon threshold. If the interesting structure indicated by the
FENICE data persists, theory is challenged to explain it. This might finally be the
trace of the much searched for dibaryon states.
Finally, it is important to stress that all these problems are intertwined. For example,
the extraction of the strange ffs from parity–violation experiments can only be done
precisely if the data are accurate enough but also the non–strange ffs are known precisely,
since in most parity–violation experiments the latter are used as amplification factors.
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